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We use out-of-the-money (OTM) put/call option prices data of Hengseng Index to esti-
mate market index risk-neutral higher moments. Modeling with another expectation of higher
moments that forecasted by AR(1)-GARCH(1, 1) model of historical distribution, we run a
higher moments risk premium test. We nd evidence that higher moments, such as skewness
and kurtosis, have strongly signi cant negative risk premium. ere is a preference of skewness
for Hong Kong investors, so they tend to lower their expected return for getting more positive
returns. ere is also a preference of kurtosis for the same investor, and they like to have ex-
treme returns, negative or positive. Preferring skewness is consistent with the CARA/CRRA
utility functions, andwith other researchers’opinions. But the preference of kurtosis is neither
coincident with general theories, nor with existed empirical works. We also study the structure
of option prices in Hong Kong stock market, showing that the implied volatility curve derived
from Hengseng index options is at. During analysis of market index higher moments, we
found that the normality null hypothesis cannot be rejected. We think these two phenomena
may be caused by misusing the Black-Scholes pricing formula to price index options. We use
risk-neutral skewness and ex post standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis to estimate rela-
tive risk aversion coefficient, and nd the coefficient of Hong Kong investors has some extreme















of Hong Kong, 2007, and associate the economics events with the responses of investors by the
risk aversion coefficient.
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产 [4]，Rubinstein和 Kraus & Litzenberger将这个观点用定价模型表达了出来 [5,6,7]。












































和峰度），并对高阶矩进行相关分析。这里采用了 Bakshi, Kapadia & Madan在 2003
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